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Ooty, Kerala and Gangtok are some of the most exotic tourist places that provide you with an apt
ambience for a perfect holiday. Moreover, there are numerous hotels in these destinations that will
make your stay comfortable.

Ooty, a beautiful hill station in the southern India, fulfills all parameters for a perfect holiday
destination. Situated amidst the Nilgiri hills, this place provides some of the most spectacular views
that will leave you flabbergasted. Unlike other hill stations, this place is not very congested and
provides a tranquil atmosphere. Ooty hotels provide the desired comfort and homely ambience that
will make your stay more enjoyable. The still and serene lakes, majestic waterfalls and the beautiful
botanical garden are simply amazing.

There are exquisite sceneries in Ooty that are spectacular and most of the Ooty hotels provide
transport facilities for sightseeing. The blue Nilgiri hills packed with lush greenery and large
stretches of coffee and tea plantations along the mountain slopes are breathtaking. Some of the
Ooty hotels are ideally situated wherein you can easily enjoy the beautiful landscape from your hotel
room itself.

Kerala, famous for its greenery and scenic back waters, is visited by innumerable tourists from all
over the globe. This small southern state is blessed with natural sceneries that have been alluring
tourists from far off places. Kerala has a lot to offer- from exotic beaches fringed with coconut trees
to amazing lagoons, from dense forests with interesting wildlife to gushing waterfalls. Kerala hotels
provide you with all the required facilities that will make your trip more pleasant.

This culturally rich state offers you with the ancient Ayurveda healing treatments and most of the
Kerala hotels provide Ayurveda wellness packages that will rejuvenate you. You can also arrange
for a stay at some of the boathouses that keep sailing on the backwaters and at the same time
provide luxurious rooms and exotic food. The local cuisine of Kerala is unique and absolutely
tempting. Almost all Kerala hotels have a huge platter of local delectable dishes. With a 600 km long
coastline, Kerala is lined with numerous beaches. However, one of the most famous of them all is
the Kovalam beach where the blue sea water touches the glistening white sands.

Gangtok is situated in the north-eastern region of India and is the capital of the tiny state of Sikkim.
At the foothills of the Himalayan range, this hill resort provides a panoramic view of the snow
peaked mountains. The State Government has taken up strong steps to keep the place clean and
healthy. You can easily find various Gangtok hotels of different budget types and book accordingly.
With numerous monasteries and Buddhist flags fluttering all over provides an aura of mysticism and
gives it an unusual calmness.

Gangtok hotels offer amazing Tibetan cuisine that is simply delicious. This place has some of the
most awesome view- points where the scenery is worth watching. Almost all Gangtok hotels will
help you in arranging taxis for a visit to nearby places. The Changu Lake, which is a few distance
away from Gangtok is simply divine. The placid lake with crystal clear water amidst snow clad
mountains is enchanting. Gangtok tourism offers great package trips with proper accommodation
facilities.
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With variously priced a Ooty hotels and a Gangtok hotels, you can plan your holiday accordingly
and book your accommodation in advance. You can find some of the finest and luxurious a Kerala
hotels and can enjoy your holiday.
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